We had a great time at arts night sharing our songs, drama, and art. Some samples of their art is now displayed in the library.

Handwriting this week included a review of numbers 1-10, frog jump letters (those that start with a big line down and then have you jump back up to the starting corner for the second stroke), and our phone numbers.

On Friday we talked about Memorial Day and about flags being used for identification in battles. Each child, assisted by Miss Sally colored, cut and assembled a red white and blue pinwheel.

**Practical Life/Art**
- Braiding
- New squeezing/pouring work with small wooden beads

**Language**
- sh, ch, th board game

**Sensorial**
- Variation on color grading

**Science**
- On Thursday during our nature trail walk we made observations about different types of leaves
- This week we have enjoyed observing a large California poppy
- On Thursday we planted half a row of potatoes in the garden by the tennis courts.

**History**
- Memorial Day
- May Full Moon - The Flower Moon

**Music:**
- The concert was great. Later in the week we tried keeping a steady beat to our “Full Moon” song

**Peace**
- Our peace circle was a guided meditation of tightening and relaxing ones body from toe to head and then some Yoga poses.

**Calendar updates:**
- **June 4** - Island Commons Field Trip
- **June 4** - Extended day: Library with K-2
- **June 7** - Island Commons Residents at CIS for lunch
- **June 10** - End of Year Lunch Beach Barbecue
- **June 15** - Last day of school - release at 11:30
"Going Over the Sea" with a one, two, three

Color grading

Pin Punching a Flower

Our stars and stripes pin wheels for Memorial Day

Variations with the pink cubes, brown stairs and to the right the number rods and red rods

Braiding

Thank you for sharing your children

Miss Nancy